Staxoweb Prepares To Launch New Blog Program And Digital
Portfolio Section
New features will help keep site visitors up to date with latest developments at top
web development firm and in field of technology, Staxoweb reports
New features will help keep site visitors up to date with latest developments at top web development
firm and in field of technology, Staxoweb reportsLONDON - March 15, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -Staxoweb, one of the United Kingdom's leading full-service Web Development agencies, announced
a new blogging initiative, along with a new online portfolio feature. To launch in the coming weeks,
the new blog will keep readers up to date with the latest developments concerning Staxoweb, its
employees, and the wider world of technology. The new Staxoweb portfolio will feature the final
results from many of the company's most ambitious and challenging projects, providing visitors with
an up-close look at what an industry-leading Web Development company can accomplish.
Offering a full range of services that covers every web development, e-commerce, and hosting
need, Staxoweb specializes in delivering solutions that match the unique requirements of each
client. With the new blog and digital portfolio both to launch soon, visitors to the Staxoweb website
can learn more about the company and its services now.
"We're always looking for ways to help others understand what we have to offer and how different
technologies might serve their own business goals," said Staxoweb CEO Sean Kelly, "We've
therefore set off on a brand-new blogging initiative that is going to make it easier than ever before to
learn about what we're up to and where the fast-evolving world of technology is headed. We're also
now putting the final touches on a new portfolio section that will show at a glance what we're
capable of. Every one of us here at Staxoweb is passionate about producing business-enhancing
results for our clients, and we think the new blog and portfolio are going to communicate that
clearly."
Tens of thousands of professionals now work in the fields of web design and development in the
United Kingdom, according to estimates collected by the UK Web Design Association and the
Statista online statistics portal. With so many choices before them, though, some businesses and
other organizations that need web development help succumb to confusion or paralysis.
Staxoweb was founded in 2010 to provide simpler, more effective web solutions. Highly experienced
with a huge range of top technologies like WordPress, Ruby on Rails, Magento, Amazon Web
Services, and others, the company's designers and developers work closely with each client to
produce the solution that will suit their needs the best.
From simple, static, highly cost-effective websites to e-commerce destinations and customized apps
ready to handle high levels of traffic, Staxoweb consistently helps clients get to market faster while
saving them money in the process. As a result, the agency has grown quickly since its 2010
founding to forge a reputation as one of the United Kingdom's most capable and effective of its kind.
The new Staxoweb blog and portfolio will help website visitors learn about the company and the
latest related developments. With both new features scheduled to launch soon, website visitors are
also invited to make contact regarding their own web development needs.
About Staxoweb:
As one of the United Kingdom's top web solutions specialists, Staxoweb provides a full range of
bespoke services encompassing web development, e-commerce, and hosting.
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